Rolling with AMCASE®

There always seems to be a great need for mobile cabinets. Although many of them find their way into the medical environment such as hospitals, clinics, and dental offices, many of our clients are lab industries or retail stores needing mobile casework solutions. Our mobile casework offering may just be what you are looking for.

Every solution is different; that’s why there’s AMCASE®.
Drawers, doors, shelves and locks, gaze upon our mobile box
Pass through shelves, sliding doors, come and see there's so much more
Cable wire management, look and see you’ll be content
Grommet holes, pull-out bins, customers are pleased again
Locked doors, waste-bin storage, competition can’t ignore us
Keyed locks, or remotes, this is something you should note
With a hasp, or a key, you’ll promote security
Folding tops and bedside tables, it’s our base that keeps them stable.

Slatwall panels, people look, now I think we have you hooked
HPL, TFM, solid surfaces and then
Biocidal surfaces, helpful science says it is
Single locking, central locking, caster locks – keep from rocking
Large or small – caster wheels, make a choice it’s what appeals
Finally, hope you see, just how much variety
Can be found, in our line, hope you use us all the time
Use our quote, be so kind and sign on the dotted line.